SECTION U
NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION – LIMITATIONS AND TERMS
The Sioux Valley School District 5-5 and its foodservice contractor, Lunchtime Solutions, are able to
provide nutritional information to students, parents, faculty, or staff upon request. This information is
limited, and is intended as a general guide to help individuals make choices for products and recipes that
they choose from the menu. It is suggested that the student, parent, or staff member utilize the services of a
registered dietitian or healthcare provider in screening menus, recipes, or individual products for a
particular nutrient value, or for a food allergen.
By requesting and receiving this information you agree that:
The contractor’s nutritional analysis is based on the information provided by their suppliers, food
manufacturers and distributors. The information provided by these manufacturers and distributors is
reviewed regularly by the contractor and is believed to be as current and as accurate as possible.
The contractor’s foodservice suppliers, both food manufacturers and/or food service distributors,
may change finished products or product ingredients without notice to their customers and
foodservice operators. Those ingredient or product changes may significantly alter the nutritional
values of recipes that we may serve. Variance in shop and kitchen conditions, as well as the use of
substituted ingredients may affect the nutritional profile of the finished recipes.
Ingredients and foodservice finished product manufacturers routinely label products for allergens
that are present. The information provided to you by the contractor is believed to be accurate based
upon the supplier information at the time of the informational request. Because food suppliers to the
contractor may change ingredients without notice, screening of products and or recipes for specific
allergens including, but not limited to, peanuts, eggs, fish, shellfish, tree nuts such as walnuts and
pecans, milk, wheat and soybeans, and their byproducts, may not be accurate.
Because of those variances outside of the control of the District or its contractor, Lunchtime
Solutions, Inc., the Sioux Valley School District 5-5 or its contractor cannot guarantee or be liable
for the accuracy of nutritional information or allergen screening information that is provided.
The District does not warrant that the food served will be free of these allergens, as food suppliers of
our contractor may change ingredients without notice.
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